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NEWS BRIEFS
ftG police sponsor
Citizens Academy
The Bowling Green
Police Department will be
sponsoring a Citizens Police
Academy again this fall.
The class will start August
27th and last nine weeks.
Citizens will learn how a
modern police department
works.
Anyone interested should
contact the Bowling Green
Police Department by
phone at 352-1131.

Woman sues Disney
after children see
Mickey Mouse
disrobe
SANTA ANA Calif. (AP)
Billie Jean Matay was
returning to the car with
her daughter and
grandchildren in August
1995 when a gunman
robbed them of $1,650,
credit cards and
identification. The robber
was never caught.
During questioning, her
grandchildren were
separated from the adults
and held backstage, where
they saw cartoon
characters removing their
costumes.
Matay sued, claiming that
Disneyland's security was
inadequate and that
workers traumatized her
three grandchildren ages
five to 11 by exposing
them "to the reality that the
Disney characters were, in
fact, make-believe."
Friday, Superior Court
Judge Richard Luesebrink
rejected motions to dismiss
the lawsuit and to exclude
the Issue of the disrobing
cartoon characters. The
trial is scheduled for Aug.
18.

Darby returning to normal life
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BC News
MILLBURY, Ohio -- Darby Williams has plenty of blessings to
count for his safety.
And after surviving 12 days in
El Yunque National Rainforest of
Puerto Rico, he's also got quite a
story to tell - plus a book to
write. Williams returned home
Saturday afternoon by way of
chartered plane to be greeted by
family, friends and University
collegues.
After the tears, hugs and applause died down, Williams began to relay his experiences to
the small crowd gathered and
anxious to hear details at Met calf
Airport. "First of all, praise the
Lord," Williams said. "Second of
all, praise the people. I know that
you made a difference."
His encounter began when he
decided to follow some tourists
who claimed to know a shortcut
out of the rainforest. He fell behind them and eventually became disoriented to the point

where he was unsure which way
he came from or which way he
needed to go to get out.
"It was terror, sheer terror,"
Williams said of his thoughts
once he realized he was lost
within the 28,000 acre rainforest.
At some points, the growth of
the area only allowed movement
of about three feet per five
minutes, he said.
The first four days in the
jungle Williams said he sat and
waited for the rescue crews to
find him.
When that didn't happen, he
took matters Into his own hands.
He ate snails and wild berries for
food and slept under large dried
out leaves.
The nights were the worst,
though, Williams claimed.
"You cant sleep there, the
noises are too loud," he said.
"You break it up and survive in
blocks."
So for the 12 hours of darkness,
Williams would "survive" in four
• See WILLIAMS, page five.

BG Nam pkote by Jeremy Mania

Darby Williams returned home safely this week after being lost for nearly two weeks in El Yunque
National Rain Forest in Puerto Rico.

fj Speakers
chosen
for
ceremony
By JIM GOOD
The BC News

Doctors remove
24-inch lizard from
woman's chest
NEWPORT, R-I.(AP)- Doctors needed help from
a veterinarian when a
woman was wheeled into
the emergency room with a
24-inch lizard stuck to her
chest. The woman was at a
friend's house on Tuesday,
the animal bit her, grabbed
her with its legs and
wouldn't let go. Friends
called for help after they
were unable to pry the
reptile away.
"She was relatively calm
from what I understand,"
fire department Lt. George
Botelho said.
After speaking to a
veterinarian, medical staff
at Newport Hospital
injected the lizard
described as a Savannah
monitor with a sedative
and it loosened its grip.
The woman was treated
and released, hospital
spokeswoman Christine
Williams said.

Feds seize live tiger
during drug raid
EAST ST. LOUIS, 111. (AP)
- Federal prosecutors are
used to seizing homes and
cars from drug dealers. But
a live tiger is another
matter.
U.S. Attorney W. Charles
Grace said a 3-month-old
Bengal tiger cub, weighing
40 pounds, was seized
during drug raids Tuesday
and Wednesday in raids in
three states.

BC Ne« pbeta by Cyataia Lee Skeckler

|eff Quattrocchi of "Wildlife Presentations" wrestles a seven foot
long alligator at the Wood County Fair.

Alligators highlight Wood County Fair
By CYNTHIA LEE SHECKLER
THE BC News
Wrestling with an alligator, chasing a piglet and eating an elephant's ear was among
the many festivities at this year's 124th
Wood County Fair. During the rain and
shine, over 140,000 fair goers came out to enjoy the large variety of foods, rides, entertainment and over 125 exhibitions.
Over 4,500 award ribbons, 250 trophies
and 1,000 first-place rosettes were presented to this years 1,700 FFA and 4-H participants. Their ages ranged from 9 to 18 years
of age, each averaging two to three projects
each, according to Jayne Roth, extension
agent-ln-charge of 4-H and adviser on the
Junior Fair Board.
"The ribbons are not generic like most
fairs, we award individualized ribbons for
everyone," Roth said. "Over $10,000 is spent

M

on trophies and ribbons. At least half of our
trophies are donated locally. The participants get premium bills for just bringing in
their livestock which costs about $9,500. The
animal auction brings in around $150,000,
those proceeds go to the kids directly as
cash."
Nicole Henlnger, freshman at Clay High
School, placed first with her quarter horse
Tuffy in horsemanship and western pleasure.
"It was fun even though lt has been a lot of
work," Henlnger said
Alisha Shoemaker, a freshman biology
major at the University, is a nine-year veteran of the 4-H club and plans to stay involved.
"I help organize committees for children
projects. I really like it," Shoemaker said.
For over 10 years Melissa Welch end her
husband Allen have had their five children

I
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involved with FFA and the 4-H.
"We've had a wonderful time except for
the storm last night. We brought in our children's animals last Monday night and have
lived out here in our camper during the entire time. It's been great," Welch said.
The alligators in Wildlife Presentations
was the newest attraction at the fair this
year.
"We started in 1982 as an educational program to raise community awareness about
wildlife," said Gil Castillo, president and
proprietor of Wildlife Presentations. The alligators in the presentation were rescued
from being put to death, Castillo said.
The Elephant Ears were selling well, according to Vicky Shuler, chairwoman for the
Bowling Green Christian Academy fair fundraiser.
• See FAIR, page four,
f

Ruth Otte, executive vice
president of the world's largest
publisher of children's books,
will be the speaker Aug. 9 for
summer commencement exercises.
"We're excited about her coming here," said Carol Sanner of
University Relations. "When
someone mentions a possible
candidate to speak at these
events, it sometimes goes to the
president's cabinet for discussion. Other times, President
Ribeau makes the final decision."
A 1971 Bowling Green State
University graduate, Otte works
with New York City-based New
Media for Scholastic Inc. She
oversees and develops ventures
aimed at bringing learning material to classrooms and students
around the country using a variety of media.
She has organized the largest
subscription service for teachers
on the Internet and has a few
CD-ROM businesses.
Otte will be making her second
commencement appearance in
seven years here. In 1991, she
was awarded the Alumni Association's Distinguished Alumnus
Award and addressed the spring
graduates.
Also during the ceremony, an
honorary doctor of musical arts
degree will be presented to Dr.
Bruce Benward, who taught for
30 years at the University of
Wisconsin School of Music He Is
considered to be the most influential proponent of music
theory in the country. He won't
be speaking at the exercises.
"I think it's wonderful and
very nice," Benward said. "It's
very rare a musical theorist gets
a degree. It Is usually the performers who are recognized."
Otte has been educating millions of people through various
media for years. For nine years,
she was president and CEO of
Discovery Networks. She also
oversaw the successful rebuilding of The Learning Channel
after Discovery acquired it in
1992.
She entered cable television in
1980, and later became vice
president for marketing for MTV
and VH1 before joining the Discovery Channel in 1986.
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TONY CAVALLARIO

Explanations for a moral mess

■EDITORIAL-

Summer sets on Bowling Green
It's been a helluva ride for us
at the BG News. We only hope
it was for you.
For some of us, this summer
meant finishing off the first introduction into our collegiate
lives. For others, it was another
step closer to our goal. Finally,
some of us got to realize the final goal of graduation and acceptance into the world.
Whether you are just starting
out, just hanging out and working or graduating and leaving
in a few days, this summer is
now coming to a close. The temperatures have peaked and some
of the people we knew from last
summer are now returning.
This is the final week for
classes. Since the fall semester
doesn't start for two weeks after this comes out, take some
time and reflect on what you've
done since May.
Did you get done what you
wanted to do? Has your view on
life expanded? Did any of those
pesky problems go away? Are
you better off than you were
three months ago? If so, then we
tip our collective hat to you.
From the loss of Elliot Blinn
to the finding of Darby Williams, you can say there have
been stories out there that make
you stop and think about how
precious life is.
Of course, there are those
things in life that show us how
great that precious life can be,
like the county fair or even going out with your friends on

Thursday night. Antonio
Daniels gave us a mark of excellence on the basketball
court that we can look to inspire us in our own lives.
Those are the times you need
to reflect on the days you had
this summer and the moments
you shared with them you
need to appreciate.
This summer contained all
of the highs and lows in the
world outside the city limits.
We went from the pointless,
shameful deaths of children
being put to death by their
own parents to the absurdity
of Hideki Irabu's trip to major league baseball and back.
To think they occurred less
than 75 miles away from each
other.
We landed on Mars and are
exploring lands Christopher
Columbus could only dream
of seeing. And more locally,
the city of Toledo won its fight
to keep Jeep, its most defining and productive element.
And there was no OJ. this
summer!!!
Overall, the summer of
1997 will go down as a good
one. Not a great one, but one
in which the world will look
back and consider itself better for have going through. We
at the BG News tried our best
to show you that world, despite coming out only once a
week.
We also tried to show you
the inner workings of a col-
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lege town at rest. When things
slow down, life shows more
character. There are so many
subtle things to appreciate in a
Bowling Green summer. Many
students in the rush of fall and
winter never get the chance to
explore the surrounding communities of Bowling Green. The
summer's open campus and
laid-back pace allow such appreciation.
As any summer dweller could
tell you, the pleasant combination of free time and warm
weather brings out the best in
BG. From picnics, front porch
barbecues and hanging out, to
the Portage quarry, bike trails
and BG's surprising proximity
to many great summer events in
surprisingly nearby cities (Ann
Arbor, Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland, even Chicago can be even
spontaneous road trips). And
Bowling Green is refreshingly
small, at home in the cities or
out on the farms you can't just
walk everywhere. In BG there's
no hot buses or dependency on
cars. Just take it easy and walk,
or live it up with a bicycle.
Perhaps college towns are a
place for spectators, not quite
the real world. But Bowling
Green makes a nice place for a
summer of paced productivity
and watching the world's events
unfold. We hope you enjoyed
the experience like we certainly
have.

Letters to the
Editor:
If you would .ike Co submit i Letter
10 the Editor "lease follow these
guidelines:
• Make sure the letter Is 500
words or leu. Please Include
your address, major, academic
class and phone number
(phone numbers are strictly
for verification and not for
publication).
If you are not a BGSU student,
please provide your position or
affiliation with the University
or the community.
• Letters must be typed, not
handwritten. Letters brought
In saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk art preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 21*
Weal Hall, or e-mail us at
bgaews9bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be
prepared to show valid identification.
• Space limitations may prevent
The News from printing all Idlers received. The News reserve* the right to edit any and
all letters.
• Anonymous letters will be
printed If valid Identification
Is given aad the editorial
heard deems anonymity it in
the proper Interests of the
writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries sabntttted for
pabheatiea
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So what is the world coming (o?
From small talk at the water-cooler
and neighbors yapping on (he sidewalk to newspaper opinion pages,
local television news and. of course,
shady network talk shows, there is a
tendency to interpret current events
as particular to an era.
The attempt is to find the lowest
common denominator of a year or so
and pass judgment. Of course. as the
world spins out of touch, the only obvious link between events is that they
are mostly bad. People get frustrated
and afraid and accusations fly. tallying up the bad news and declaring a
decline in civilization.
Today there is probably enough
misfortune out there to warrant a
panic. We may very well be a sinking ship. Anybody with conviction
about their worldview can tell you
what's wrong with the world and
where it *, it astray. What always
amazes me is how these theories differ.
Today is full of jaw droppers. Dead
babies in toilets, bombs, chic-heroin
fashions (did you see the picture
where the ires hip model was actually passed out in the bathroom,
junkie style?). Its a wonder we're not
desensitized to it all by now. Errr.
So Hillary Clinton says movie stars
like Julia Roberts shouldn't smoke on
the screen. She's got a point, the entertainment media can easily pick up
the slack left by Joe Camel's ban. The
other women reacts predictably, saying that the government should stay
out of these matters. After all, a good
family is what can really teach right
and wrong. Oddly enough, the lady
in the Monday column next to her
says we have a common cause to
blame for all our problems. Moral
Ambiguity.
Ambiguity means uncertain, questionable, vague, confusion. Morality
is of course our standard of right and
wrong. Hence, moral ambiguity suggests that today, we (and especially
today's generation) don't know right
from wrong.
People like Hillary Clinton are always trying to fix society. Society is

a big part of the environment that
shapes people's moral ideas, what
they think is right. Other people think
people can protect themselves from
society's often painful influence if
their immediate surroundings are
strong enough. In other words, the
moral ambiguity that causes someone to kill, steal, flush and get high
is overcome at home, by a good
stable family and a blatant and nonnegotiable set of moral laws. These
good people then make up a moral
world. That's individualism.
So the first place I turn to evaluate this dilemma is my own experiences. This is what people do. You
certainly wouldn't trust anyone else
in this day and age.
So I was raised flawlessly in the
suburbs, good home and public
schools, and grew up always aware
of the rights wrongs and consequence nf my actions. I was no
trouble maker. I give myself the
strong moral fabric that opinion B
was referring to. I am okay. I trust
my ability to see right from wrong,
though I am human and make awful
mistakes.
The immediate society that I interact with threw me for a loop. An acquaintance not so unlike myself does
crack at an obscenely young age.
Friends' little brothers live the lifestyle of Larry Clark's film KIDS.
Friends like guns. Others are in jail,
NA, suicidal, ect
why aren't I?
I think about asking a fictional
someone whose life is a moral failure this question. "Why are you a
mugger?" I'd ask. Let's say the person says it's because "The wheel of
fortune is against me and America
sucks." I will interpret this to mean
that the mugging was for drug
money, the drugs are addictive, the
drugs were to escape from life's pressure, the pressure is from a financial
strains, the financial strains from an
unexpected young pregnancy, the
pregnancy from irresponsibility because of drugs, drugs caused by lack
of moral inhibitions, led up from teen
smoking, television, peer-pressure.

insecurity, the job market and the
alienation one feels in the country in
this era of late capitalism. This is only
a hypothesis. And perhaps a bad stereotype of the moral fable.
Where's the moral ambiguity that
started this whole chain? She or he
may have had the ten commandments
branded into their soul. Things slip
away.
Let me suggest that this all has
nothing to do with moral ambiguity.
That is a cop out. Its not bad to be unsure of what's good or whatever. Sure
there are moral universals, but it's not
bad to negotiate the others. One can
be a moral person and do all kinds of
things that would offend my mother.
Hypocrisy is more likely what
throws people off than some mythical
lack of a central moral reference, like
religious texts. Are moral people just
faking it? What are they getting out of
life that we're not? Better movies? Free
time to evaluate social issues? Better
schools?
Perhaps I am naive to look for
something that transcends all this morality babble and say that people are
less apt to make proper decisions about
right and wrong when they feel alienated, like the bad kid who doesn't care
about school. Why not throw a paper
airplane? Set off the fire alarm. Who
cares?
This society doesn't need morality
dogma or nostalgia for tradition. It
needs to reconnect all members with
some sense of purpose, one that's
purely tangible and earthly. Families
don't really teach you how the world
works, how everything we do affects
others. It teaches you to go out and
get a job so you don't die. This is no
longer enough. May I suggest that society stops throwing in the towels and
claiming we're lost and get cracking
on a better plan? Make life worth living, and watch how much everyone
will respect it.
Tony Cavallario is the Opinion
Editor for the News. Suggestions for
saving the world can be sent to
tonycav@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to 210
West Hall.

TOM MATHER

Waiting in life's long lines
As we come upon the dog days of
But it doesn't stop there. When
This in rum leads to a lot of bank
August, our thoughts turn to the people get together at parties, what robberies, because some people get
Great American Pastime. Namely, is one of the favorite activities? The so mad at those holding up the line,
Conga Line. This is considered lei- they decide it's just easier and
standing in line.
Standing in line is so important, it's sure because it is a line that doesn't quicker to hold up the line.
the first thing they teach you how to go anywhere.
Lines aren't simply long, they can
So if being in a line can be so much be confusing too. There's the line to
do at school. "As soon as you're finfun. then how come we hate it so get tickets, the line to gel food, the
ished, everyone get in line."
"We're not leaving until everyone much? I think it's not so much the line to get in, and the line to get out.
gets in line." They continually ad- actual standing in line that we hate. Half of the problem is figuring out
monish bad kids by telling them that The problem is that one line always which line is the one you want to be
moves faster than the other. And it's in.
they are "out of line."
Standing in line is so im"Is this the line to buy
portant, because it seems
tickets?"
that for practically every'Tickets? I thought this
■Wl P'stfcnifcMnt^^
thing we do today, we have MA v '"^"i*!
^Irfmn^l was line for the women's
to wait in line. Whether it's
bathroom."
BfnV- lisWCTTP '
to see the new baby, or to
"Why, are they selling
4
pay our respects for the
tickets there?"
MfflJUi^*"'
"
•WEST
dead, we wait in line.
/»>»*•.
This is why in the big celi^t
J W
*»•—'
'..
We stand in line so
lebrity trials, several lawJL
,
much, we even wait when
yers make up the line of de.i j
—
we're not working. What
'•JCr *•-» w(
fense, to confuse everyone
_
."ar happens when you get
involved.
-.
-«*■
-•-■»•
fired? You go wait in the
gar——L^.
*_
'—
"Bob, ask Jim to question
unemployment line. The
the defendant."
government
figures,
"Jim. ask Dave to interrogate the de"They don't have anything else to do. always the line you're not in. If you fendant about something."
get in the short line, there is inevitaThey might as well stand in line."
"Dave, ask the defendant an imporTo be fair, people in other coun- bly some crazy event that holds up tant question."
tries stand in line too. It's just a little the line. You know you're going to
"Defendant, on the night of the 24th,
different when they do it. For ex- be in trouble when you hear either. you didn't hold up the line and kill a
ample, you probably have heard how "Price check to lane fourteen, price security guard, did you?"
the Russians wait hours in long lines check to lane fourteen," "My water
Prosecuting Attorney "Your honor,
for food. You might not realize that broke! Where's my husband?" or "I I object to this line of questioning."
Americans wait hours in long lines could've sworn I brought my checkDefendant "No! When I said I 'held
for fun.
book."
up the line,' I meant because I opened
Yes. that's right. Now there are
Banks can be particularly annoy- a new checking account."
even parks designed specifically for ing when it comes to lines.There will Judge "Objection sustained. Overstanding in line. Some of the more be 30 people in line, and one teller. ruled. Case dismissed. Everyone line
famous ones are Disneyland. But that kind of thing you're used up for recess."
Disney world and Cedar Point. Have to. What the banks like to do, in adAfterwards, the reporters line up to
you been to any of these? Whoever dition, are to have five other tellers interview the defendant.
said, "The shortest distance between working at the same time, on other
"Defendant, you have just won your
two points is a line," never went to projects. They each sit at their own case and been cleared from charges of
an amusement park. They have de- window, watching to see how long holding up the bank and the line. What
signed rides that allow you to stand the line can get,counting pennies.
are you going to do now?"
in line for up to three hours, so that
'Twenty-three-thousand-livchun
"I'm going to Disneyworld!"
you can go down hills and through dred-forty-four... twenty-three-thouturns at 70 miles per hour. Never sand-five-hundred and ... Now.
Tom Mather is a columnist for the
mind that most people did that on the where was I? Oh well. One.Two... I News. Questions can be sent to
trip there, because they wanted to get wonder, if I had every person in line malher@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to 210
there as early as possible, to avoid hold one penny and count off ... West Hall.
the lines.
Naah. Not enough pennies."
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Your Summer 1997 Staff
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This is the office of the BC News in 210 West Hall. Editor Brandon Wray (left) at the editor's desk and
Copy Chief Tiffany Wendeln (back comer) go over stories for last week's edition.

How we spent our summer...
By JOHN STEBBINS and BRANDON WRAY
The BC News
______
About halfway through the summer, we were invited to a discus
sion with two very prominent people In the administration who
looked at us and uttered the phrase "You, as student leaders..."
Yes, someone had figured it out. No, this is not just a newspaper, it
is truly an independent student voice. This paper is what the real student is once you get past the happy brochures and viewbooks that the
University claim to show what we really are. It was an honor to attempt to represent the student population and present what we
thought was the facts.
It was a great summer and a lot was accomplished. Personally, all
of us at The News had an incredible ride.
We tried to work on stories that maybe hadn't been done before.
Maybe we accomplished our goal, maybe we didn't, but we certainly
tried and it was a valiant effort. We tried to challenge this community
while we were here and will continue to do so in some capacity.
That said, here is the final "Night in the Life of Bowling Green" installment. It is a night in the life of The BG News. Okay, it mostly
happens during the day but, well, you get the point. This is, more or
less, how the paper comes together.
ITS UKEA REALLY BAD SEINFELD EPISODE
The paper seems really organized when it finally gets out (hopefully) but the true story is that it is anything but.
It can be long hours, little respect and major politicking. It is about
deciding what people your age care about and what they don't. It is
about writing stories and designing pages. It is about fighting over
headlines and making things fit in the page.
The human element is very interesting, too. The paper is about
making friends, opening others' minds and making a vague attempt
to "stick it to the Man." It is about celebrating a good issue with good
local content and art and being angry at the world when things don't
go right. It is about starting with a staff you dont really know and
making it work while making new friends. It is about old friends getting so sick of each other that by the end that they hate each other.
Basically it is about life. Basically it is "Seinfeld."
NOTE FROM THE COPY CHIEF TO WRITERS:
How is this like a "Seinfeld" episode? What part of putting a paper
together reminds YOU of "Seinfeld"? I get the character thing in the
next grafs, but what do our readers know about us and how that relates our putting out a paper to "Seinfeld"?
TIFFANY:
This story is trying to look at ourselves in the same light as we
looked the different places around town, like Tuxedo Junction, the
Corner Grill, etc.... As one of the important parts of this paper, your
character is reflected in this paper as well as ours. We will try to keep
your personal life outside of this, but what you do here is open meat
for us.
ANYWAY.
First you have Brandon as Jerry, the clean-cut, extremely highstrung, type who is looking inside for that raison d'existence as well
as that joi de vtvre that makes the difference between living and killing time. He can be insightful and funny and he also can be downright

too serious and irritating. Then there is John Stebbins, a.k.a. George
Costanza. Goofy-looking, neurotic and outspoken and with a quick
temper and wit, being around him can at times be like being around...
well, George Costanza. He's learned something in his many years of
college - what that is we don't know but that doesn't stop him from
offering opinions on everything. He also screams at the machines on
Tuesday night doing layout.
Down the line is Copy Chief Tiffany Wendeln, or Elaine (she actually looks like her, too), described as very thorough or extremely picky,
depending on how liberal your grammar is. A lady in every respect of
the word, her main task is preventing the rest of us from turning this
paper into a fraternity prank. We sometimes have too much fun in
this office, and she keeps us respectable.
Playing Kramer is Troy Reynolds, our entertainment reporter.
First rule about him: Never expect anything with him, you will
usually be wrong. Check that, you will be wrong. There is a reason
why he's never heard anyone ever call him normal. In the middle of
normal conversations he will drop bombs like the fact that he went to
a Judy Garland festival.
Newman would be Jim Good, our reporter at large ~ always dependable for the exact same 12-inch story. Never shorter, never
longer.
Cynthia Lee Sheckler fits the part of Jerry's mom as matriarch of
the newsroom. With her motherly advice, she brings a lifetime of experience to a place dominated by young whippersnappers. The production staff is the one female-dominated department. The designing
women fit in the show as featured guest stars who alternately help
and then make fun of the editorial staff, specifically Brandon and
John. Jen, the girl who everything has happenned to, routinely makes
jaw-dropping comments. She is the Generation X Suzanne Sugarbaker and brings new menaing to the term Hell's Angel. Tina, another
feisty girl like Tiffany, makes the rest of the staff hungry each week
when she talks endlessly about what she is having for dinner. Usually
Managing editor John Stebbins (left) and entertainment writer
it is something that whets the appetite of everyone around and reTroy Reynolds (right, who is 6'6"- John is not a dwarf) take some
minds them they have to go home to ramen noodles. When the three
time to make sure a story will fit onto last week's page three. It
women of The BG News get together to talk absolutely no work gets
didn't.
done but the conversation is rarely boring.
The rest of the staff, Jeremy Martin, Tony Cavallario and Melissa, with it). How does that sound? You can make it longer or shorter as
Binkiey, have the good sense to stay away and and spend as little time long it works. I am doing soemthing with the '60s for the staff ed. I
will finish it tomorrow. We are a six pager so far but I think we will
as necessary in the insane and sick world known as The BG News.
move up to eight, depending on what kind of pics Jeremy has. Cynthia
also has a a lot of pictures with the fair.
WHAT REALLY HAPPENS
Brandon
Depending on how early Brandon can get going on Monday morning and when the rest of the staff who actaully takes classes can get
BRANDON: While at work last night, I though of a new focus to this
away, the paper usually begins Monday morning.
Jim Good is usually working on his story when Brandon arrives. story. You see, we are a vital part of this campus that is such a vital
John has usually been in the office before classes as has Tiffany. part of this community. The whole point of our series was to explain
There are endless searches through the Associated Press wire ser- the inner workings of The BG News you don't see but always wonvice to find strange stories and to see if the President was shot or dered about. You've been asked questions about what its like here as I
something. In between writing stories and processing pitures, much have. Let's answer them.
John
time Is spent checking e-mail. The promotional compact disc collection Is poured through. Fortunately, Brandon is usually the only one
JOHN:
who sees anything he likes. There is debate over how big the paper
You do it.
should be.
Brandon
Inevitably there are the editors' worries over "how are we going to
fill that space?" The whole place resembles the movie "The Paper"
Okay.
almost to a T. Okay, so Randy Quaid doesn't fire any guns in the ofThe first thing you need to know is that we are still trying to figure
fice.
this out. We may be closer to reaching a professional standard of
JOHN:
I am kind of losing focus here and hopefully you can figure out a journalism (whatever that may be) than you, but we are still trying to
good way to wrap up the actual two days. I'm not sure how specific to figure this out. We do this because we have a passion for this that
be. I think we are looking at a 40- to 45- inch story. Right now we are goes beyond your ordinary on-campus job. This is what most of us
at 28 (Editors note: Rather thai the amount af words or ixwagraphs, want to do with the rest of our lives.
story length is measured in column inches. 1/ you take a ruler and
measure a standard column of type, hese words you are reading now
• See BG NEWS, page five.
would have been at the 28 inch mark. However, we played around

"We tried to
challenge this
community while we
were here and will
continue to do so in
some capacity."
The BG News

Photos by:
Jeremy
Martin
Brandon listens to another story from Jen's weekend.

warn

Where the girls are.. Jen Casperson and Tina Strieker work hard (or hardly work) putting the paper
together each week. As you can see they certainly are an asset to the paper.
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FAIR

Continued from page one.

"The weather has been great
and this year we have increased
the size of our ear, yet was able
to keep the price down. Pisanello
assisted by mixing our pastry
dough for us." Shuler said. •The
proceeds are much better this
year than from previous years.
Our fifth thru eighth graders
who volunteered to help are accompanied by their parents. It's a
fun atmosphere," said Shuler.
Craft Village from North
Towne Mall had decorative magnetics for almost every occassion
on display. They offered 600 teeshirt designs and custom photo
shirts. This was their ISth year at
the fair selling their goods, according to the owners and propreitors, Bruce and Rita Stoll
said.
"This year went well, there
was alot more traffic. We like the
fair people, they take time to talk
and the children we very well
behaved," Stoll said.
Phil Dirt and the Dozers performed their '50s and '60s songs
to a packed grand stand Sunday
night. They treated the audience
to a taste of the 70s in their encore to the tune of the Doobie
Brothers, to which they received
a standing ovation.

The midway at the Wood County Fair was populated by many food
vendors.

"Catch-a-Pig" contest had 185
contestants, ages ranging from 6to 15 years-old. Jay Heileman,
who organized the event has been
doing it, according to his wife
Dorothy, for "30-some years."
Heileman said her husband has
been on the Fair Board for 36
years and enjoys being involved.
"For each child that catches a
pig they have to raise It till
December, for those who dont,
they receive a two liter of Pepsi,"
Mrs. Heileman said.
In mid-December there is a
"catch-a-pig" auction, and the
kids get to keep the money that
their pig brings, according to
Mrs. Heileman. In January, the
kids put on a banquet for those
individuals who donated the pigs.

Jeff Quattrocchi gets up close and personal with an alligator at the fair.
Rides like "The Glider" were a main draw at the Wood County Fair.

The Wood County
Fair 1997

Carolyn Vajer won first place
for her "counted cross stitch."
James Ruehi, Secretary manager of the Wood County Agriculture Society summed up this
year's county fair with,
"Superb."

PHOTOS BY CYNTHIA LEE

Jeff Quattrocchi lets kids at the
fair pet the alligator

Nathan Crimes, 11, of Bowling Green, washes his horse "Satellite" at the Wood County Fair.

NEWI9VE
Rentals
• 228 South College: Free gas heat, water, sewer
• 222 South College: Free gas, heat, water, sewer
• 320 Elm: Free gas heat, water, sewer
• 401-407 S. Enterprise: Courtyard Apartments
• 114 S. Main: Above downtown business
• 117 North Main: Above downtown business
• 134 North Main: Above downtown business
•801 & 803 5th Street
• 309 High Street
• 843 6th Street
• Undergraduate Housing
• Graduate & Professional Housing Guides Available!
• No parental guarantee needed!
• Professional MonogementTeom!
• Full-Time Maintenance Service!
• Pets permitted in some rentals!
• Recyclable Bins Available!
• We will personally show you the rentals!
Stop by our office for a copy of our brochures and we
will go through the brochure with you to find you
the ideal home!

352 - 5620
328 S. Main - Our only office
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SHECKLER
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COLOR W HAVEN
ART SUPPLIES

7850 Airport Highway • Holland, Ohio • 868-7240
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. 7-5; Sat. 9-2; Thurs. 7-7
HAND BOUND SKETCH

$759
Reg. $12.99
SKETCH
8 1/2x11

$299
Reg. $6.39
FIBERSTOCK PORTFOLIO'
20 x 26, Assorted Colors

$8«9
Reg.$12 20

*?

/^~^\

KYLON WORKABLE FIXATIVE

BGSU
STUDENTS

20%
DISCOUNT,

$439
Reg. $7.53
NEWSPRINT
18x24

$299
Reg. $6.30
PRO ART GESSO
16 02.

$499
Reg $8 99

BACK TO SCHOOL

wmwm
•
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BG NEWS

Police Blotter
By JIM GOOD
The BG News
■ Three suspicious males
were found Friday in a dump
ster on South College
■ Police said a man Saturday night was thinking about
stealing the lids off trash cans.
Police convinced the man that
stealing trash can lids was not
a good idea. The man decided
to not steal any.
■ A woman was upset
Thursday when she got into
her unlocked vehicle and
found a stuffed-monkey head
with a knife through it. The
monkey head and knife were
placed in evidence.
■ A woman complained Saturday night another woman
stole two cigarettes from her
backpack. Upon police arrival,
the woman accused of stealing
the cigarettes way laying on
the sidewalk in front of a
Chinese restaurant.

WILLIAMS

Continued from page one.
intervals of three hours each.
On his last day in the jungle, he
heard cars in the distance ana
followed the sound. He flagged
down the first car he saw and
told his story. He was recognized
from area press coverage and
taken to the police station and
hospital.
Other than being slightly dehydrated, receiving a few minor
lacerations and losing IS pounds,
Williams was found to be in good
condition. In fact, he was teaching again on Monday.
Police in San Juan are continuing to investigate the case, retracing Williams' footsteps to
find how he could have been
overlooked in the search scouring the rainforest.
Williams said he left a IS foot
X-mark in the ground with large
stones. His videocamera was also
left behind In the thick of the
jungle.
His wife Chris, flew down to
pick up Williams late Friday

Continued from page three. - the
yay. we run on a shoestring budget here. Working at the Commons cafeteria would have paid
three times what we get here.

■ A window peeker was observed looking into houses on
Fifth Street. When questioned,
the window peeker backed
into some bushes.
■ A police officer last
Wednesday observed a woman
allowing a dog to defecate on
the Court House lawn. She was
advised about cleaning up
after the dog.
■ A man complained last
Wednesday that a male subject came up to him and stole a
pen from his pocket. The pen
was purchased a few days ago
and cost about $1.
■ A woman notified police
that she lost her bookbag last
Monday. Among other things,
the bag contained a zip-up
baby quilt with bears and
moons on one side.
■ Last Tuesday, a man was
found to be in the possession
of a stolen Papa John's pizza
sign. He was advised about the
consequences of having stolen
property in his possession.
night, soon after learning he
found his way out alive.
She said her first thought when
she heard the news of his climb
out of the jungle was disbelief.
She wanted to hear directly
from him.
Once she did, Mrs. Williams
said she always remained confident her husband would be
found. "I can't put it into words,"
she said. "I knew Darby. I knew
if he could get to a phone he
would call me."
Williams said his wife told him
of people trying to convince her
of tales of him leaving her or that
he deliberatly had gotten lost, but
Mrs. Williams said she knew better.
In order to make sure Williams
is keeping count of all the blessings he has received, the staff of
the provost's office welcomed
Williams home with a small
"blessings jar" to keep track of
all the blessings he has to count.
Inside the jar was a note signed
from the provost's team welcoming Williams home.

The advertising you see on the
bottom of the pages pays most of
our bills and the salaries of the
full-time people here like the
production manager, the ad sales
staff and the business office
here. Then figure in the $20,000
you have to subscribe to the Associated Press wire service and
there is not much left for us, the
editorial staff.
On the top of the front page is
the flag with our logo and teasers
for stories on the inside. In the
first week, we advertised a story
on page seven. Problem: there
were only six pages in the paper.
This not an apology for that
gaff. However, this place is one
of the sharpest of double-edged
swords. There are 5,000 copies of
this sentence. However, there
were also 5,000 copies of stories
which touch people like the Eliot
Blinn tribute we ran the first
week. Interviewing widows is
tough, but when they call and tell
you that the story helped them
come to terms with the tradegy,
it touches you, gives you a special feeling of pride that is
unique and irreplaceable.
Most of the lives here at Bowling Green are mundane and
simple like anywhere else. It is in
that simple life that the best stories lie. The best stories are
whatever is real. We tried to do
that this summer and in a way
succeeded by taking the stories
you always wanted to know and
told them.
Anyway, it is now Tuesday
afternoon. Some of the stress is
showing. We desperately want
this paper out here so we can
celebrate the completion of a
good summer. Troy is here, asking questions and making comments out of the ordinary as
usual. I found myself actually
saying, "No, I didn't know the
word thesaurus' was of Greek
origin," in the middle of working
on the staff editorial.
Some of this stress is due to the
expectation of the coming pandemonium of physically producing the paper. It gets tense trying
to get everything out. The printer
is slow, the stories never fit quite
right and mistakes are still found
even after they have been edited,
causing the process to start over
again.

Jacqueline Bauer, 17, of Bowling Green, was killed last Wednesday when the car she was driving collided with a freight train on
Poe Road in Weston, Ohio. It was the third accident in a week at
the train crossing which has no gates or flashing lights to tell motorists when a train is approaching.

PHOTOS BY JEREMY MARTIN

Suspect charged with fires
The Associated Press
SANDUSKY, Ohio - A white
man from northern Ohio charged
in a 1996 fire at a racially mixed
church in Stone Mountain, Ga.,
was held without bond to await a
court hearing in Atlanta.

BG N«wa pk«. by CymhU Ut Skeckkr
The Wes Linenkugel Quartet performs at the Wood County Fair.

Automotive.^ Service Centers

»

Frank Allen Burton, 36, of Willard, was arrested at his home
Monday by agents from the FBI
office in Sandusky. He was arrested on a warrant issued last
Thursday by U.S. Magistrate

275 S. Main St.
Bowling Green
419-353-3060

Judge Gerrilyn G. Brill in Atlanta.
Burton was charged with arson
in the May 26, 1996, fire at the
New Life Christian Church. If
convicted of the federal charge,
he could be sentenced to 20 years
in prison and fined $250,000.
Bob Hawk, a spokesman for
the FBI in Cleveland, said the
FBI wasn't sure whether the alleged arson was racially motivated. He was arrested after
agents acting on tips from the At-

lanta area interviewed him,
Hawk said.
Hawk said he didn't know if
Burton has personal connections
in the Stone Mountain area Burton was held without bond and
will be sent to Atlanta to face the
charge. Hawk said Monday night.
The phone listed for the Willard address given for Burton
has been disconnected. Willard is
located about 70 miles southwest
of Cleveland.

University Bookstore

No Appointment
Necessary

Summer Vacation b Here!
See us for all your AC service
• Lube, Oil & Oil Filter

Hours of Operation:
Mon-Fri
7am-6:30pm
Sat
8am-2pm
WE EMPLOY
TECHNICIANS
CERTIFIED BY ASE

Nitrex $29.95 All Season $25.95

Free $10 Sprint card with full price Oil change
BGSU Students,
• We now carry Michelin & BF Goodrich
Faculty, & Staff Receive
tires in all sizes
a 10% Discount
• Basic Tune Up Prices For Most Vehicles All Major Credit Cards
4 Cylinder - $59.95
Accepted

6 Cylinder - $69.95 / 6 Cylinder Van -$84.95
8 Cylinder -$79.95 / 8 Cylinder Van - $94.95

This includes replacements spark plugs, sat timing t> specs, inspect dstnbutor
caps, rotor. ignition wires M other parts are m addition to above pnces

BP
PROO/1RE
Automotive.^ Stnrki MM

Book$ for C a$h
Bring them to :

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Wed, August 6 & Ttiurs, August 7
from 7:30 - 5:00
Friday, August 8
i from 7:30 - 5:00
Store Hours:

7:30 - 5:00 Mon - lhuj
7:30- 11:30 Friday
8:00- 1:00 Saturday?

372-2851
HARDBOUND OR PAPER T"
we buy back all books having National Resale value

This paper would really go wild
if we had the staff we had during
the school year. Many of the
yearly staff are not here and
what's left is ambitious beginners who need a little coaching.
Our first Issue even showed how
much we had to learn as editors.
All this and during the year, we
have lives to worry about. Stuff
like classes and friends and the
occasional romance one of us will
find outside here. Many of us
even have Jobs that pay real
money.
Our main challenge was finding enough copy to fill the paper.
Our second challenge was making it interesting and fun to read.
The fact is we made it all fit far
12 weeks. We also made it fun.

Answers
to the
Quiz:
1. Brad Pitt had a small role on
"Dallas' in the late 80V
2. Ronald Regan was originally
supposed to play Humphrey
Bogart's role.
3. George Clooney wti also in
'The Facts of Life/ a sitcom
called "E.R," and Sunset Heat1.
4. Michelle Pfeiffer had her
debut in "Crease 2".
5. The official name of Scooby
Doo's gang was Mystery Inc.
6. Patty Smyth, former singer
of Scandal (of "the Warrior"
and "Goodbye to You") fame
was supposed to be replace
David Lee Roth in Van Halen.
7. Ice Man A Fire Star were
Spiderman's teammates.
8. Nate Thurmond is the
former Falcon in the Basketball
Hall of Fame.
9. Alice Cooper's real name is
Vincent Furnier.
10. fcaubew Perry of "Friends"
had a role on "Growing Pains*.

Nation
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Beat icon lived as he wrote Planned Parenthood draws
wllllam s. burroughs
controversey at Lilith Fair
The Associated Press

KANSAS CITY, Mo. - William
S. Burroughs, the Harvardeducated Beat Generation author
whose "Naked Lunch" graphically depicted hard drinking, heroin
addiction and homosexuality,
spent the latter part of his life far
from the bright lights and big cities he described.
The St. Louis-born writer
moved about 15 years ago to
Lawrence, Kan., a university
town about 35 miles from Kansas
City. He lived a quiet, almost reclusive life there, mixing with a
small circle of friends who knew
William S. Burroughs'* novel "Naked Lunch" was a landmark in
a man much different than the modem American literature for its stream of consciousness narration.
author's bizarre image.
Burroughs, the namesake middle-class America while pra- praved drug addict, Burroughs'
life story reads like a modem
grandson of the inventor of the ising individualism.
"Naked Lunch," published in tragedy.
adding machine, died Saturday, a
After graduating from Harday after suffering a heart at- 1959, traded standard narrative
prose for a rambling, stream-of- vard in 1936, Burroughs moved
tack. He was 83.
In Lawrence, Burroughs had a consciousness approach many to New York City and became a
junkie, and for decades never
close circle of friends, including Beat writers borrowed.
The novel graphically depicted settled down. He Uved in New OrRichard Gwin, a photographer
an underground world fighting leans, Mexico City, Paris, Lonfor the Lawrence Journal-World.
"William was always very an increasingly self-destructive don, Africa and South America
during a 15-year period when he
calm," said Gwin. "He always technological society.
The book became the subject did little writing.
had a gentle atmosphere about
He married once, to allow a
him. He was in a different world. of a precedent-setting obscenity
But he was very knowledgeable. trial because of its violence and German-Jewish refugee to enter
explicit sexual passages. Pub- the United States. The/ divorced
He had an appetite for learning."
lishers eventually won an appeal in 1946.
The men often went target in Boston, and the book was pubBurroughs' longtime fondness
shooting together, where Bur- lished in the United States in for guns brought tragedy in 1951
roughs sometimes blasted pic- 1962.
while he lived in Mexico. In a
tures he had painted, Gwin said.
Ginsberg and Kerouac, who real-life replaying of the William
Asked if Burroughs still used met Burroughs in the 1940s, be- Tell legend, he killed his comdrugs, Gwin said: "I don't think came literary followers. Kerouac mon-law wife, Joan Vollmer,
William ever gave up anything he adopted a similar stream-of- while trying to shoot a liquor
enjoyed."
consciousness prose style and glass set on her head. Mexican
Free-lance photographer Jon Ginsberg's poetry mirrored authorities concluded it was an
Blumb said people liked Bur- much of Burroughs' scathing accident and he was convicted of
roughs because he was "a gra- social criticism.
a minor charge and served little
cious gentleman, opinionated but
Burroughs continued his un- time in jail.
In 1982's biography "Literary
generous."
conventional style in books that
Burroughs' longtime New York followed "Naked Lunch," includ- Outlaw," he said the shooting
publicist, Ira Sllverberg, said the ing "The Soft Machine" (1961), forced him "to the appalling conwriter's passing "leaves us with "The Ticket that Exploded" clusion that I would never have
few great American writers."
(1962), and "Nova Express" become a writer but for Joan's
Burroughs was one of the three (1964). He used a technique death, and to a realization of the
main literary icons of the 1950s- called cut-ups, which involved extent to which this event has
and 19oOs-era Beat Generation random cutting and pasting and motivated and formulated my
along with poet Allen Ginsberg, folding into his own writing quo- writing."
Their union produced a namewho died in April at age 70, and tations from other authors,
sake son, born in 1947, who
novelist Jack Kerouac, who died newspapers and other media.
turned out to be an alcoholic and
in 1969.
Praised by some as a visionary drug addict who died of cirrhosis
Beat Generation writers generally railed against the values of and reviled by others as a de- of the liver in 1981.

The Associated Press
HOUSTON -- Remember
when the most radical message
at a rock concert was the name
and likeness of the band silkscreened on a T shirt?
While activists pushing a variety of causes have set up
booths for years at rock concerts, the Inclusion of Planned
Parenthood In the Houston stop
of the all-women summer music tour Lilith Fair brought
some tense moments before
showtime over the weekend.
The Cynthia Woods Mitchell
Pavilion has a policy of barring
those promoting "contentious
issues" from setting up booths
at the venue.
"It's basically a policy that
we instituted years ago," the
Pavilion's president, David
Gottlieb, said Monday. "What
we've tried to do is have the
very best of performances
here and try to accommodate
them but really try to avoid the
most contentious of issues."
Planned Parenthood's platform - supporting access to
birth control and abortion proved too controversial.
Pavilion officials had Informed Pace Concerts, which
booked Lilith Fair, that
Planned Parenthood would not
be allowed to set up at the
Woodlands, Texas, amphitheater just north of Houston.
But the message never made
it to Lilith Fair officials, who
have included space for
Planned Parenthood booths at

SAN FRANCISCO - The title of
world's oldest living person is up
for grabs and there is no shortage of senior citizens vying for
the honor.
The title became vacant Monday when 122-year-old Jeanne
Calment died in Aries, France.
Her death produced competing
claims by nursing home administrators that they house the
oldest known person.
The folks at a Pensacola, Fla,
nursing home insist they can
claim the title and plan to throw
their most senior patient a 121st
birthday party on Aug. IS - complete with cake and candles - to
prove it.
But that lsnt enough for the
people at the Guinness Book of
Records. They refuse to list Augusta Watts because she has only
Social Security records as evidence of her age and they don't
consider that adequate proof,
research manager John Hanson
said.
So a San Rafael, Calif., nursing
home insists that one of its
patients, Christian Mortensen,
can claim the honor. Mortensen
will turn 115 the day after Watts'
birthday -on Aug. 16.
His caretakers say they have
proof.
University of California, Berkeley, demographer John Wilmoth has confirmed that Mortensen was bom in Denmark in 1882
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"Places like the Pavilion
make millions off young people
who come to the Pavilion to
hear music that's often sexual
in nature and at a time when
they're interested in sex and
sexuality," said Susan Nenney,
spokeswoman for Planned Parenthood in Houston. "And it's
irresponsible for them to make
money off these young people
yet deny them access to information about sexual responsibility."
After Planned Parenthood
officials were turned away
Sunday, artists from one of this
summer's most popular tours
held a pre-concert news conference to show their support
for the group.
Only after Osborne and
McLachlan threatened a future
boycott of the amphitheater
did Pavilion officials allow
Planned Parenthood a booth,
where birth control Information, voter registration cards
and condoms were distributed.
During her performance,
Osborne wore a Planned Parenthood T-shirt that said: "I'm
the face of pro-choice Texas."
The Lilith Fair is named for
Adam's first wife, before the
creation of Eve, according to
medieval Jewish folklore.
Officials of summer's femme-rock darling, setting up
Monday for a show in Dallas,
did not return a phone call

World's oldest dies
at 122 in France
The Associated Press

*^^fe

every stop on the nationwide
tour featuring Sarah McLachlan, Joan Osborne, Jewel, Km
mylou Harris and Lisa Loeb.

and, at age 21 in 1903, came to the
United States In historical fashion - through New York's Ellis
Island. Wilmoth had researchers
in Denmark dig up a birth certificate, immigration records and
even census documents as evidence.
Guinness isn't convinced.
Officials are trying to confirm
at least one other claim in Britain
and several others around the
world, Hansen said. Guinness
usually requires a birth certificate, census records, school records or family Bibles to verify
age.
The nurses who have cared for
Watts at the Magnolia Nursing
Home since 1993 don't know
much about her background.
"We just know that it's a blessing she's still around, able to sit
up and mumble," said social services director Deborah Robinson. "She does say a few words,
verbalizes some."
Mortensen, on the other hand,
is still quite spry - although he is
hard of hearing and legally blind,
according to nurses at the Aldersly Retirement Community. He
showed up there 24 years ago on
a tricycle and boldly told the
staff, "I'm Danish and I'm here to
stay."
He was only 90 then.
More than two decades later,
he still watches baseball, converses with fellow patients and goes
outside to smoke a cigar at least
once a week, they said.
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"I did not know they had not
received our communication,"
he said.
Other venues on the 37-stop
tour have banned the distribution condoms by Planned Parenthood, but never has the
group been denied a booth.
The Pavilion's policy is
vague and appears selective in
enforcement. Past concerts
have brought with them booths
for Amnesty International,
whose policies include opposing the death penalty. The
National Organization for
Women and abused women's
groups have also been allowed
to participate, as have groups
passing out information about
AIDS.
Gottlieb said the Pavilion is
trying to keep its shows diverse "and at the same time
minimize any ideological intrusion."
'To my mind there is a much
bigger issue here," he said.
"There are increasingly more
and more entertainers who
have movements or organizations or ideologies that they are
committed to. And what they
want to do is maximize the public to their views."

City checks
on police
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH (AP)
Two years after the idea
was first broached. City
Council approved a civilian
board to review complaints
against police.
"We traveled a long and
tortuous road to get to this
final piece of legislation.
With this bill, there is a new
way of policing and a new
way of policing citizen
complaints," Councilman
Sala Udin, one of the
board's main supporters,
said Monday.
It took a referendum by
voters in May to overcome
opposition to the board
from Mayor Tom Murphy,
police union officials and
most council members.
In the end eight of nine
council members voted for
the review board and the
mayor promised a "good
faith" effort at implementing voters' and council's
wishes.
"I think the democratic
process played out. It's not
pretty, but it played out,"
Murphy said.
But police union president Marshall "Smokey"
Hynes said he would sue to
block the board from hearing complaints against offl-

NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent
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Compact Discs or Prerecorded Cassettes
128 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Oh
352-7677

Gottlieb said he was surprised by the artists' call for a
boycott because he thought
they already knew Planned
Parenthood wouldn't be welcome.
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641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
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Mommyheads taking off with 'Jaded' 'Our state fair is

By BRANDON WRAY
The BC News

What a way to start a career.
Your band releases Its first
major label disc and a writer
from Billboard magazine compares the first single to Nirvana's
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" and
Radiohead's "Creep."
For Adam Cohen and his band
the Mommyheads that was exactly what happenned.
"It wasn't our idea or our record company's," Cohen said in a
phone interview from San Francisco. "The writer came up with
the idea that 'Jaded' was this potentially landmark song. It kind
of gives us unrealistic expectations to live up to but it is certainly flattering to be mentioned
in the company of those bands."
"Jaded" is a song about getting
desensitized to modern life while
trying to be aware of what is going on around you, Cohen said.
"It is about getting older and
less naive and less sensitive to
what's going on around you," Cohen said. "There is just so much
going on in our world right now.
It's like trying to get excited
about a movie when you've seen
the preview 10 times, you just get
saturated."
Cohen claims he isn't jaded although he and many others his
age have been accused of being
jaded.
"The lines in the song 'Jaded,
I'm not jaded/I'm just sleeping
with my eyes open' decribe how I
feel about the whole concept,"
Cohen said. "People get accused
of being jaded and cynical when
they are just being smart and
alert."
Although the band recently
signed with Geffen Records, the
Mommyheads have been around
for most of this decade playing
their brand of country- and jazzflavored power pop.
Cohen started the band with
friends while he was attending
New York's High School of Music
and Art. Cohen said he can't be
blamed for the band's name because he was only in high school
when he thought of it.
In New York, the band was associated with the downtown art
scene and was influenced by
bands like Sonic Youth Cohen
eventually grew tired of New.

York and decided to move to San
Francisco. To his surprise his
bandmates decided to move with
him.
"New York was just too tense
and intense," Cohen said. "There
is a lot of competetition between
bands and people are concerned
with who plays the most notes instead how a song sounds."
The more laid back atmosphere of San Francisco was a better environment for a band, Cohen said.

a great statefair'
By TROY REYNOLDS
The BC News

" J suppose we could
start our own scene
with somebody like
Ben Folds Fivc.We
could probably fit in
with groups on the
HORDE tour."
Adam Cohen
lead singer of the Mommyheads
"The transition from New York
to San Francisco had a big impact
on the band," Cohen said. "New
York is just an endless place,
while in San Francisco you are in
the desert as soon as you leave
the city limits."
The Mommyheads were signed
along with two other bands from
San Francisco, including Big
Blue Hearts. Cohen said that the
city is a perfect example of music today in that the three bands
are completely different.
"An outsider might say that if
three bands from the city were
just signed they must all sound
alike, but that's not the case here,
" Cohen. "There are a lot of
different bands playing very
unique music It's the same way
across the country right now,
there is no one big thing."
Cohen said now bands can stay
in their hometowns and develop a
following rather move to what
ever the current "hip" city like
they did in the ealy '90s with Seattle.
"Labels are looking for a band
that really does well and sells

The Mommyhead's first single "Jaded" has drawn comparisons to Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit" and Radiohead's "Creep."
like 10,000 copies in their town,
the way Dave Matthews did in
Richmond and Hootie and the
Blowfish did in Charleston, " Cohen said.
Cohen said the Mommyheads
don't really fit into any scene or
genre.
"We really don't sound like
anything else, " he said. "I suppose we could start our scene
with somebody like Ben Folds
Five. We aren't modern rock although we could probably fit in
groups that are on the HORDE
tour."

A group can get too caught in
the marketing and business side

of the music business and forget
that the songs are the most important part of music, Cohen
said.
"You have to make sure you let
the song speak," Cohen said.
"You can't let your band get in
the way of the songs. You can't
let the vocals or guitar be too
much for a song. Making an
album is hard because it has to be
so many things. It must be loose
enough so it's not anal sounding,
funky, quiet and emotional in
It's hard to classify the Mom- places, and it has to rock. That
myheads because of their di- can be a tough order."
verse influences, Cohen said.
While they wait to see how the
"The band members individually are into music like XTC, album does the Mommyheads
DrJohn, classical and Thomas will be touring most of this year.
Dolby," Cohen said. "I'm really They were supposed to open for
Cake for a month until that band
70s pop like the Doobie Brothers. Michael McDonald is a god canceled their tour because of
exhaustion.
in my mind."

Now that the plethora of excitment called the Wood
County Fair is over, the time
seems right for a comparison
to the real event of the season,
the Ohio State Fair. At first
glance, this may seem like an
unfair comparison. Actually, it
Is.
The Wood County Fair is a
pleasant, quiet little affair for
a rural community. Most of
the falrgoers still have an
agricultural mindset; they go
to the fair to see how their
neighbors' livestock and crops
have matured over the year.
They go to the fair to talk to
friends and renew old acquaintances. Anything else going on is just extra entertainment.
The Ohio State Fair is a totally different experience,
however. While livestock and
agriculture are still the backbone of the fair, a person
could spend a day there and
never see a single animal. The
grounds are full of carnival
rides, commercial booths and
mini-infomercials.
At the county level, the
biggest parking problem is
finding a space on the few occasions that the fair draws a
large crowd. At the state level,
finding a space is not a problem - finding the car in the
100-acre lot when it's time to
go home is. There are actually
trolleys which transport people to and from their cars, so
they dont die of heat exhaustion during the long trek to the
gate.
Actually, the fairs are very
comparable. Due to the larger
size, the state fair naturally
has more animals and contestants, but it is proportional to
the county level.
Food booths are also proportional, although they may be
overwhelming when first entering the grounds at the state
fair. The biggest problem at

the state level is too much to
eat. At least at the county fair,
it's possible to try a little of
everything in one day;
whereas it's useless to attempt
to sample everything at the
state fair in one day. Although
it's fun to try.
The difference between the
two fairs becomes really noticeable when looking at the
level of intellectual diversions, however. Yes, the
county fair offers such exciting and interesting events as
the annual demolition derby or
a live alligator show, but most
of the fair consists of small
booths promoting everything
from Culligan water to the
Republican party.
While it may seem that the
county fair offers more than
enough to the casual fairgoer,
the experienced expert knows
where to go to get a true fair
fix.
The state fair offers booth
upon booth of promotions,
merchandise and games. Not
only are the paths lined with
these entrepreneurs, but
several large pavillions house
aisle upon aisle of these domiciles of delight. In addition,
there is a petting zoo, which
Includes a giaffe and a
154-year-old turtle; a go-cart
track; a dinosaur display; and
a circus - although why people would pay extra to see a
circus when there are so many
other animals around defies
logic.
In the end, the biggest difference between the Wood
County Fair and the Ohio State
Fair is the size. A person could
actually spend a day at the
state fair and never see an
animal. It's only natural that it
is a larger event, however,
based on the bigger budget
and crowds. But the county
fair complements the community nicely; it really is all
Bowling Green needs. And
remember, while our state fair
is a great state fair, it doesn't
have any live alligator shows.

Film echoes of 'Friends'
By MELISSA BINKLEY
7he BC Mows

Jennifer Aniston from "Friends" has her first motion picture starring role in "Picture Perfect.'

Twentieth Century Fox's
latest, "Picture Perfect," was
released this weekend. The film
stars Jennifer Aniston of
"Friends," Jay Mohr and Kevin
Bacon. Like "My Best Friend's
Wedding" and "Addicted to
Love," it's a romantic comedy
filled with deceit and ends up
with love winning out.
This romantic comedy starts
when Aniston\s character, Kate,
meets Nick (Jay Mohr) at a wedding. He catches the garter and
she catches the bouquet; the story begins with a simple picture of
the two at the wedding. It's apparent who we're supposed to
root for, and you can't help but
like Mohr's character early into
the movie. In fact, it made me
wonder if Aniston's character
deserved him.

Late one evening at the office
Kate creates a great campaign
for one of their clients. Her boss,
however, does not assign her to
follow-up the campaign. He believes she has no strong ties to
the firm and is afraid that she
could leave at any time, taking
their biggest accounts with her.
In order to imitate a stable bond,
Kate creates a fictional engagement.
With her boss now thinking
that she is committed, he decides
to give her a promotion, believing she would not quit due to her
needing the job security and pay
for her marriage.
Sam (Bacon), a colleague of
Kate's, knows that she has a
crush on him, but doesnt take notice of her until she is spoken for.
Sam now pursues Kate and they
have an inter-office affair. (Note
to any Kevein Bacon fans: he's
shirtless three times.) Further

complications arise when Nick
becomes famous for rescuing a
girl from a burning building.
Although it is a standard
romantic comedy, in the same
vein as "While You Were Sleeping" for example, the story is
cute in its own way, taking some
interesting turns. Like most
romantic comedies, however, originality is not as important as
how well the story is presented.
The movie does a good job of being everything it claims; viewers
get what they expect, nothing
more, nothing less. The film certainly conveys the aura of
"Friends," for anyone who
doesn't get enough of the weekly
dose.
While the actingis decent, the
"Blade" said it best when it
stated, "Jennifer Aniston should
have been double billed with her
breasts." See the movie and
you'll understand.
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Time is running out on
these apartments...

(Too many to list)

• Columbia Court

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, &
. .if
■III■■!■llll
"JffclPllrfc.""
""4lk
Apartments

•Buff
•424 - 451 Frazee
•Assorted other
locations
... Get them while they last!

•

iiiHi'iiiii.iiiiiiiiiiniiii

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
detail and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlovc Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

&

352-0717
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Sports
Cleveland
takes bids
on stadium
The Associated Press
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Juden wins in Indians debut
The Associated Press

DETROIT - Justin Thompson
pitched six innings and Phil
Nevin homered to lead the Detroit Tigers to a 6-4 victory
over the Cleveland Indians on
Tuesday.
Starter Jeff Juden, obtained
in a July 31 trade with Montreal, made an inauspicious debut for the Indians, allowing
three runs on five hits and six
walks in Just 3 2-3 Innings. The
right-hander left trailing 3-2.
Thompson (10-S) gave up
three runs on six hits with
three walks and three
strikeouts. Manny Ramirez
touched him for a solo home
run In the fifth, but Thompson
stranded five Indians in scoring position.

CLEVELAND (AP) The deadline for bids on the concrete and
steel superstructure for Cleveland's new football stadium has
been extended two weeks until
Aug. 20 to give more contractors
a chance to submit proposals.
The city has begun work on the
$247 million stadium, which will
become home of a replacement
Browns teams promised the city
by the National Football League
by 1999. The Browns moved to
Baltimore in 199S and now are
known as the Ravens.
"We're trying to appeal to all of
these people who are bidding,
The Tigers broke a 3-3 tie on
hoping to get the best possible
response," said Diane Downing, Bobby Higginson's RBI grounthe stadium project manager.
"We want to provide the most
competitive situation and obtain
the best price for the work."
The Associated Press
Downing said pushing the bid
deadline would have no effect on
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
Althe 1999 completion date or the though he called Allen Iverson's
cost.
arrest "a taint that can be washed
The bid requirements were away," Pat Croce was clearly irchanged to allow the use of woo- ked that any clean-up was
den concrete molds and cable needed.
The Philadelphia 76ers presireinforcements. The original requirements only allowed for the dent had to interupt his vacation
more mostly use of steel forms to deal with the fallout from the
NBA rookie of the year's arrest
for molding concrete.

dout off Eric Plunk (3-3) in the
sixth. Nevin's solo homer, his
fifth, off Jason Jacome in the
seventh made the score 5-3.
Todd Jones pitched the final
1 1-3 innings for his 22nd save,
and 19th in his last 20 opportunities.
Thompson, the Tigers' lone
All-Star, Is 2-2 since coming off
the disabled list July 21 because of a sore left elbow. He
joins Willie Blair (11-4) as the
first pair of Tigers with
double-digit wins since 1993.
Juden, 11-5 before the trade,
pitched a complete-game 10-2
victory on June 15 over the
Tigers in Montreal. But he lost
his last three starts with the
Expos and has not won since
July 6.
Ramirez, 5-for-9 with two
homers and six RBIs in the
two-game series, also hit a
run-scoring single to right in

the first. Kevin Seitzer tried to
go from first to third on the hit
but was thrown out on Higginson's major league-leading
17th outfield assist.
Light-hitting Deivi Cruz put
the Tigers ahead in the second
when he hit an 0-2 pitch
through the middle for a tworun single. Matt Williams made
it a 2-2 with an RBI single in
the third.
The Tigers regained the lead
when Travis Fryman singled
home Matt Walbeck in the in
the fourth Juden left after a
walk to Tony Clark loaded the
bases with two out, but Plunk
came in and got Bob Hamelin
on a hard grounder to first.
Singles by Cruz and Brian
Hunter started the Tigers sixth
and finished Plunk. Jacome
came in and gave up Higginson's grounder that scored
Cruz.

Omar Vizquel added an RBI
single In the eighth for Cleveland, but Detroit made the
score 6-4 in the bottom half on
a wild pitch by Paul Assenmacher that scored Hunter.
Sous: Cleveland is 33-9
against Detroit since the start
of the 1994 season, but Detroit
leads the 1997 series, 4-3. ...
Five of the six Indians on the
disabled list are pitchers. Orel
Hershiser became the latest
when he went on the 15-day DL
Monday with a strained lower
back.... The Tigers have no one
on the disabled list, but several
players are nursing injuries.
Jody Reed has been limited to
one pinch-hit appearance since
straining a calf muscle July 22,
Orlando Miller has a sore
forearm and Dan Miceli felt a
twinge in his arm while pitching in Monday's 7-2 loss to the
Indians.

Iverson arrested for gun possession
on marijuana and gun charges
early Sunday morning in his
native Virginia.
"As a fan, a father and a Philadelphian, it upsets me. It disappoints me," Croce said Monday. "I don't want my kids looking at me and thinking smoking
pot is cool."
Still, Croce and 76ers vice
president of basketball administration Billy King are expected to

be in Virginia for Iverson's court
hearing Aug. 12.
"He's got to learn the hard way
in public," Croce said in a conference call with King and coach
Larry Brown.
Iverson, 22, was a passenger in
a car that was stopped at 1:27
am. EDT Sunday for speeding on
Interstate 64 near Richmond,
state police spokeswoman Mary
Evans said. The car was Roing 93

mph in a 65 mph zone.

Marv
Albert
tied to NY
sex case
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - A dominatrix
who was shot to death had the
name Marv Albert in her address
book, and police sources told
WNBC-TV the entry apparently
refers to the sportscaster recently indicted on sex charges.
However, police sources
quoted in today's Daily News
said there was a chance Albert's
name could have been used as a
nickname for someone else.
The New York telephone number listed with Albert's name was
disconnected, the newspapers'
sources said. Police would not
say whether it once was Albert's.
A spokesman for Albert, NBC's
leading basketball play-by-play
man, would not comment on the
WNBC report, which aired
Wednesday.

"When the trooper stopped (the
car), he smelled marijuana, and
that's why he asked them to get
out," she said.
The trooper found a .45-caliber
pistol on the floor mat in front of
Iverson's seat during a search.
Iverson told the trooper it was
his gun.
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WANTED

Classified
Ads

Famata roommakv or ctoan mala rtaadad lo
halp find 4 artara apt this school yaar. Local
cal 366-1126.

372-6977

Second yr. SR looking tor a piaca lo kva tor
faJI/spnng s«m. Prefer own room with al tamata or coadrmtea Gma (41 Q)Q8i -5362.

Tm %C Ne-i will not haowiogly Keep nMnimwi
** 4mommmi. m wanfi dmammiMKta MptM ■»*
UKi«Hl«r«V«**bMia(nalHi,(dai,owd.
MiiflMa. nsiwaal i^n IBXIMI mmtuiai. disability.
«■ m a —a\ arank haM of my nmt totally
a 0a rujki •*> dadtm. dMcoomaa
naalNdiaitbcai fowdtoM
.. lacU* ■ beau] baa*, mialaarfa* or fa be
All I l
n aic aafraxi lo adtuof aaxf

Tfca BO Na«* n
k MM.

Seeking a characier-driwan, responsible mala
graduata student or new professional tor a
roommate Share a apaoous furnished apartment with own bedroom and 1/2 bath. Must
aaa • tSOOffno. plus UUHNH. Call evenings
3544)518. Promise Keepers and SoldOut Balievers. Welcomei

HELP WANTED
TlajlONa—.aaaliiaiia—»tfia^l*>.arrapMa
■at fcsaaaaMMy of araaa| all of daa typa of acVcrttaing and tbatvloM —pi oat warn lo bavaja.
AJ-aya ka koala* -a* a baMnaai MM mad** any
*.■*■>

a good to ba true, a probably *v

Yoa caa batp aa by eating iba ad**
J
1T Till" lwj
pli —
a* da* yoa BMM pranda yoa Dans. addnaa. mi abas
■aenbat, alang •afc yoar apauAc u—uwm. With yo*f
■>"><■ ■**• Ttaa BO Nava a MM e*UksUon.

PERSONALS
pBfMbtM) •mptoymsKit wKh eollgpg bonoftta
you t-ont b.llavi. Tha Ohio Air National
Guard haa rmmadiaia part-ttma ©paninga
artth fuU-IMTNi banaftta M you can UN
•27,000 In school luMlon, tha Totedo Air
Nailonaj Guard has a apot tor you. CALL
NOWt 1-000-700-40M tor toe
YouDbagtadyoudMI

Apt deaner* needed 8-0-97 to 8-16-07.
(6 50mr. Bring own sweeper Call John Newlove Real Fstate at 354-2260
Babysitter needed Ful time, Ramble schedule,
every other wkend. begin in Oct. For a 5 month
old baby Calltonnto 3520999
Babysitter needed M • F, before ft after school,
at our house 3 great kids. Excellent pay.
353-0644
Cashiers • Barney's Convenience Mart
Shift differential, benefits, pt/lull time post
Dons available at tha following locations. 996 S
Mam St. 1091 N Main St. or 1602 E. Wooster
St Call Terry at 352^)534 between 8am Ham
Child care needed. M-F Before school al our
house 7:45-845. $400 par day Please call
Rose at 353-4921.
Child care needed starting Fall, afternoons ft
all day Fn. 1 bfk. from campus. Musi ba eip. A
reliable. Leave message at 352-9488.

^r HELP WANTED! ^4j

Cleaning lovely home Thur. or Fn. 5 hrs/wk.
Good pay. Must enjoy cleaning A be fastidious.
Call for interview 353-0721.

Persons tor cleaning carpwt ft miscellaneous
jobs at rentals. For 2 weeks starting August 11
Ph 3534)325 or 352 7365.

Domino's Pizza now hmng drivers. $5.25mr. ft
Dps, mileage, meal discounts ft more FT ft PT
-Hei hours avail Apply at store 1816E. Wooster. Unit I. G'eenwcod Center

Preschool teachers needed
Ful or part-time.
Call 352-2506

Gymnastics Instructors A Administrative Assistant wanted. Call Perrysburg Gymnastics at
874-9383.

Plume child care tor 2 yr. old in my Perrysburg
home. Tuas. A Thurs. 8 30-5 30 plus occasional eves Musi be loving A reliable. Non
smoker. Call 372 2899

M.IS./FISCAI
TMC Oho Migrant Head Start Program is currently accepting applications for
M.l.S-flSCAL Specialist, through August 11,
1997.
Minimum Qualifications:
* Bachelors Degree m Business Admin, in accounong with 15 credit hours in Computer In
tormaBon Systems
* Three (3) years work experience in accounting related funcbona.
* Strong PC skills including word processing
and spreadsheet skids (WordPerfect. Lotus
1 -2-3. or Microsoft and E xoal)
Please write or call
TMC OHIO REGION
27800LamoynaRd.Ste G
Millbury. OH 43447
PH 419-837-6503

Retail immediate opening tor plume cashiers,
enyy-tevel mgml. positions. Need pnor retaiUcashier exp We offer flex, hours A one-onone training. If you want to work in a fast paced
environment, apply m person to Goodwill Thrift
Store '058N Mam St. ask tor Lisa EO€

JOHN NEWIOVE REAL ESTATE
FALL RENTALS AVAILABLE
Furnished or Unfurnished
Efficiencies. One Bedroom
Two Bedrooms. Houses
Too many locations to list
Call 354-2260 or slop by the rental office at 319
E. Wooster St Across from Taco Bell

Room for Rent
For non-smoking grad student.

1195/mo Call 352-5820

don t believe
everything
you feel.

FOR RENT

You ve been ixilkxl from the work! you once
knew There s a reason lor it. It's depression.
Its veiy prevalent But its also very treatable

BOS

Music Director lor Christ Church, a 265 member United Methodnt Church. Position rasponsibiliDea- 9 months from Sept. to May. Salary
negotiable Interested persons may contact
church orftce at (419) 686-2621 or send resume 10: Chnsi Untied Methodist Church. 301
W Ma*n St. Portage OH 43451-0218; Anenpon Reverend Bruce Ford

CLARKE/
AMERICAN-LINCOLN
ATTN: 0 A Bargiat
1100 Haaklna Road
Bowling Green OH 43402
Equal Opportunity Employer

Georgetown Manor
800 Third St
'Spaoous 1 bdrm. units.
Excellent Location
Very Reasonable
Free AC/Heat, water, elec

Phone 352-4966

TR[AT DfPRFSSlON

Mechanical skills required to assemble and
tost prototype foor cleaning equipment Flexible hours. Pay baaed on experience. Some
etectncal, welding and machine operation a
must Please sand resume to:

D A 0 RENTALS - ONLY 1 UNIT LEFT!
Now renting for fall, attractive well-maintained
unit located directly across from campus. 606
E. WOOSTER -spaoous duplex upper unit 2
bdrmymax occup 4 Reserved parking. Rent
$79S/mo./i2 mo. lease: $895/mo 10 mo
lease Call O A G Rentals at (419) 287-3233
and ask for Eva or En*.

And They're
Off!!!

"CARTY RENTALS"
1 or 2 bedroom apt
Rooms male students
includes all utilities
316 E Merry
Female rmie needed
All very dose to campus

Miscellaneous helped warned around apartments tor tha month ol August or unbl school
starts. Call 353- 0325

PART-TIME
LAB TECHNICIAN

One bedroom available m Main St apt $187
por month Call Kim al 354 4156

Room lor rent Graduate male student $215
per month Call Kim at 354-6701. leave mesMM

VAN DRIVER Part-time position to provide
transportation 10 and from social service
agency Must be between the ages of 21-65.
have a valid Ohio drivers license and an excel
lent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box
738. Bowling Green, OH 43402

FX 419 637 6509

Looking for 1-3 male subleasers for 1997-98
school year Call 419-684-9404 for information.

TIME IS
RUNNING
OUT!

Call 353-0325 or 352 7365
1 A 2 bedroom furnished apts
9 A12 month leases

352-7454

RE Management

1 or 2 bdrms. avail, in 3 bdrm. house Lg. backyard, front porch, off-street parking Great

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

DeaHMorF Call Bob 412-623 3753

113 Railroad St.
Open Mon thru Fri
8:00am - 5:00 pm

3 bdrm. lownhousea. 721 Fourth St. 2 full
baths, central av, dishwshr.. on site laundry.
$725mo.plusdep AutH 3530494

GPR

352-9302

can keep your love alive

841 Eighth St. • 640 Eighth St.
• Manville Ave.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

Howard's club 14
Mon-Sot 12 -2:50 an
SunS-P^Drvn

CALL NOW!!

Thur. Aug 7th

MUSE

wA\«k-

Fri. Aug 8th &
Sat Aug 9th

THIS COULD BE YOU!
University Dining Services is seeking BGSU
students to work beginning August 11,1997
through Fall Semester. On-Campus Housing
will be available beginning August 19, 199/
with prior approval from Dining Services.
Contact Nick at 372-2563, 8am - 2:30pm
Monday thru Friday. Beginning August 4,
contact the Dining Sen/ice of your choice:
Commons Dining Center 372-2563
Founders Keepers Food Court 372-2781
Galley Dining Center 372-2766
Kreisher Sundial Food Court: 372-2825
McDonald Dining Center 372-2771
University Union: 372-2641
University Union Catering: 372-6095
»>

Dove Phillips
and
DON'T SLEEP WALK TO CAMPUS!
•Lower Tri-Plex
•Nice Brick House
•2 Bedrooms
•Free gas heat,
water & sewer
•Across from
%
Campus/ Rodgers Quad
0
NEWI9VE 362,-««?
for information
Rentals

Qo 'Bacf^in Time
at
'Easystreet
Enjoy ■ refreshing atmosphere of casual elegance
in our tura-of-the century style cafe.

Wo (ralurri Appetizers • Soup* • Salada
• Saadwlchea • Entreea • Delicious Desserta
Over 70 Imported Beers
We are open seven days a week
to serve you.

104 S. Main
WED

Jazz
Night

Downtown BG
THUR

OPEN
MIC
NIGHT

353-0988

FRI

SAT

TEA

Mu

